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1

Glossary
Term

Definition

Adaptive Capacity

The capacity to be flexible, both during and after a disaster as well as to change
preparation and response behaviours to disasters in non-crisis periods.

Climate Change

A change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. by using statistical tests)
by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties and that persists for an
extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural
internal processes or external forcings, or to persistent anthropogenic changes in the
composition of the atmosphere or in land use.

Climate Extreme
(extreme weather
or climate event)

The occurrence of a value of a weather or climate variable above (or below) a threshold
value near the upper (or lower) ends of the range of observed values of the variable. For
simplicity, both extreme weather events and extreme climate events are referred to
collectively as ‘climate extremes.’ One example of a climate extreme could be days
where ambient temperatures fall within the top 5% of maximum temperatures recorded
within the last decade.

Natural Disaster

Severe alterations in the normal functioning of a community due to hazardous physical
events resulting from natural earth processes and interacting with vulnerable social
conditions, leading to widespread adverse human, material, economic, or environmental
effects.

Community

A group of people with a commonality of association and generally defined by location,
shared experience or function.

Consequence

A result or effect of an action or condition. Risk can be understood and expressed as a
combination of the consequence of an event (including changes in circumstances) and
the associated likelihood of occurrence.

Emergency

An event, actual or imminent, which endangers or threatens to endanger life, property or
the environment, and which requires a significant and coordinated response.

Exposure

Refers to the inventory of elements (i.e. people and assets) in an area in which hazard
events may occur.

Hazard

A potentially damaging physical event, phenomenon or human activity that may cause
loss of life or injury, property damage, social and economic disruption or environmental
degradation.

Hazard
Assessment

Consideration of the frequency, duration, intensity, magnitude and rate of the onset of a
hazard, including likelihood and consequence.

Likelihood

The state or fact of something being possible or probable.

Resilience

The capacity of human behaviour, social and physical environments to withstand loss or
to recover if loss or damage occurs due to an emergency or disaster.

Risk

The degree of exposure to a hazard where there is a potential for loss. Risk can be
understood and expressed as a combination of the consequence of an event (including
changes in circumstances) and the associated likelihood of occurrence.

Sensitivity

Identifies the physical predisposition of human beings, infrastructure, and environment to
be affected by a dangerous phenomenon due their lack of resistance and/or
predisposition to suffer harm. This may also be referred to as fragility.
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Term

Definition

Vulnerability

A characteristic of human behaviour, social and physical environments, describing the
broad measure to the susceptibility or propensity to suffer loss or damage.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

3

The substantial impacts of natural disasters on population health, public health systems and the capacity of
emergency service providers are increasingly being confirmed through both direct experience and a growing body
1
of research. Key factors determining the risk posed to communities by natural disasters include :
-

Exposure refers to the degree that people, their property and infrastructure are in places where they could
be adversely affected by an extreme event. An example is where settlements have been placed on the
floodplain of a river.

-

Vulnerability refers to the susceptibility or propensity to suffer negative impacts from a natural disaster. For
example, children and elderly people tend to be more vulnerable to extreme heat events. Overall
vulnerability is influenced by sensitivity and adaptive capacity and these terms are explained in more detail
in Section 2.

A substantial body of research exists that consistently identifies the influence of climate extremes on the
1
occurrence of climate induced natural disasters . The severity of impacts associated with climate extremes
depends strongly on the level of the exposure and vulnerability to these extremes. As a result, our more
vulnerable community sectors are often disproportionately affected by events of this nature, due to a reduced
capacity to prepare and respond to their impacts both in the short term and in response to changes over time.
Changes in climate extremes are influenced both by anthropogenic climate change and natural climate variability
and it is virtually certain that substantial warming in temperature extremes will occur by the end of the 21st
century. It is also predicted that the frequency of heavy precipitation or the proportion of total rainfall from heavy
falls will increase and that mean sea level rise will contribute to upward trends in extreme coastal high water
levels in the 21st century over many areas of the globe. It is inferred that these changes in climate extremes may
impact on the prevalence of climate induced natural disasters including extreme heat events, bushfire, local
flooding regimes and sea level rise and associated storm surge.
Consequently climate extremes, exposure and vulnerability are key concepts in understanding the risks posed by
natural disasters. Both gradual climatic changes and modification to patterns in climate extremes will have direct
and indirect implications for disaster risk management and climate change adaptation. It is widely recognised that
an iterative process of monitoring, research, evaluation, learning, and innovation can reduce disaster risk and
promote adaptive management in the context of climate extremes. There is also robust evidence to suggest that
the integration of local knowledge with scientific and technical knowledge can improve disaster risk reduction and
climate change adaptation. The result is a growing emphasis on prevention and preparation as key measures to
limit and reduce the impacts and costs to communities affected by natural disasters.
In recognition of this, the Hunter and Central Coast Regional Environmental Management Strategy (HCCREMS),
in partnership with member Councils (Lake Macquarie, Gosford and Wyong), NSW Health and the Australian Red
Cross, received funding through the Natural Disaster Auxiliary Grants Scheme (a joint initiative of the NSW and
Commonwealth Governments) to implement the `Natural Disaster Resilience Project – Building Community
Preparedness’. Consistent with national, state and regional priorities, this initiative aimed to identify and build the
preparedness of communities considered most ‘at risk’ from climate induced natural disasters across the Lake
Macquarie, Wyong and Gosford Council areas. In particular it sought to:
-

Use existing spatial information and data to understand the interface between ‘at risk’ communities and
natural hazard exposure;

-

Understand the risk perceptions and preparedness of ‘at risk’ communities; and

-

Increase the emphasis on heat wave planning within the project area (refer Figure 1).

1.2

Project Outline & Objectives

One of the core components of the Natural Disaster Resilience Project has included development of a spatial data
library (herein referred to as the geodatabase) to facilitate the integrated collation and analysis of spatial
information datasets (representing population, environmental and natural hazards), to identify the location and
relative vulnerability of communities most `at risk’ to natural disasters. This directly supports the ultimate objective

1

IPCC, 2012: Summary for Policymakers. In: Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance
Climate Change Adaptation [Field, C.B., V. Barros, T.F. Stocker, D. Qin, D.J. Dokken, K.L. Ebi, M.D. Mastrandrea,
K.J. Mach, G.-K. Plattner, S.K. Allen, M. Tignor, and P.M. Midgley (eds.)]. A Special Report of Working Groups
I and II of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, and
New York, NY, USA, pp. 3-21.
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of the project to identify and build the awareness and preparedness of ‘at risk’ communities to natural disasters.
For the purposes of the project ‘at risk’ communities were defined as:
1)

Low income households (i.e. under or in proximity of the poverty line);

2)

Very young and elderly communities:


People < 5 years of age.



People > 65 years of age.



People > 75 years of age.

3)

People with disabilities; and

4)

Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) communities.

This geodatabase focuses on the identification of ‘at risk’ communities in relation to four climate induced natural
hazards; bushfire, extreme heat, extreme flooding and sea level rise and associated storm surge. It is based on
and collates data provided by project partners and stakeholders, including (but not limited to) population
demographic information (based on 2011 census data), geographic & land surface characteristics (e.g. climate,
topography, vegetation cover), natural hazard mapping, land use mapping, housing characteristics, economic
indicators and medical statistics.
The project area for which data has been collected and collated includes the local government areas of Lake
Macquarie City Council, Wyong Shire Council and Gosford City Council (Figure 1).
Figure 1
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1.3

5

The User Guide

Purpose
The purpose of this User Guide is to:
1)

Outline key concepts relevant to the design, development and application of the geodatabase;

2)

Identify the nature of project outputs and the methods supporting those outputs; and

3)

Provide instruction for the future use and updating of the geodatabase.

Structure
The user guide adopts the following structure:
-

Conceptual Framework – Identifies key concepts relevant to the analysis of natural hazards and provides a
summary outline of the approach adopted when assessing risk.

-

Geodatabase – Provides an overview of the geodatabase structure, the key objectives considered during its
creation and the hierarchy of its key components.

-

Methodology – Provides a detailed breakdown of the methodology used in establishing the geodatabase,
including the data selection and consolidation process and data analysis.

-

Using the Spatial Data Library – Provides a summary breakdown of the key outputs of the geodatabase
and an explanation of the results. An overview of various toolsets available to assist ongoing administration
of the geodatabase is also provided.

1.4

Software Requirements

The geodatabase and user guide is based on the ESRI ArcGIS Software Platform, version 10.2 using an ArcInfo
product licence. Whilst untested, the management of the geodatabase may also be possible using the ArcEditor
product licence. No product extensions were required during analysis although these may simplify some aspects
of the analysis.
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2.0

7

Conceptual Framework

The key objective of the spatial database is to identify and map those communities that are relatively more at risk
to the impacts of climate induced natural disasters. The key factors determining the risk posed to a given
community by a natural disaster is a function of its exposure and its vulnerability, as depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Simplified Equation Utilised for Defining the Natural Risks Faced by Communities

The components of this equation are defined as follows:
-

Exposure – refers to the presence, type and extent of the community (i.e. people; livelihoods; environmental
services and resources; infrastructure; or economic, social, or cultural assets) in places that could be
adversely affected.

-

Vulnerability – refers to the propensity or predisposition of the community to be adversely affected. The
vulnerability of a given community is defined and influenced by its:
-

Sensitivity – i.e. the predisposition of the community to be affected by a natural disaster due to
its lack of resistance and pre-disposition to suffer harm; and

-

Adaptive Capacity – i.e. the ability of the community to adjust to actual or expected natural
disasters (including exploiting opportunities) and to anticipate, absorb and recover from their
effects in a timely and efficient manner.

Within the geodatabase the risk to communities are quantified and mapped for each hazard separately by
populating the above equation with relevant information and datasets. It is important to note the risk factors
(exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity) are determined and influenced by multiple data sources. The result
is a risk profile which identifies the relative risk to communities for each particular hazard. The risk profile for one
natural hazard can be combined with risk profiles established for other natural hazards to provide a combined risk
profile (Figure 3).
Figure 3
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3.0

Geodatabase

3.1

Geodatabase Overview

The geodatabase contains datasets that have been provided by project partners (i.e. Lake Macquarie City, Wyong
Shire and Gosford City Councils, NSW Health and Australian Red Cross) and other stakeholders (e.g. NSW Fire
& Rescue, NSW Rural Fire Service and the NSW State Emergency Service). Key objectives of the geodatabase
were for it to be:
-

Intuitive and well documented;

-

Technically robust with a clear, repeatable method;

-

Flexible enough to incorporate new data (or updated data) in the future;

-

Capable of outputting data at a variety of scales (regional or LGA); and

-

Compatible with other software packages.

3.2

Geodatabase Approach and Properties

In order to manage and contain the data used to populate the risk factors discussed in Section 2.0 and identified
in Figure 2, a geodatabase has been established. The geodatabase has been established based on the following
principles:
-

Data inputs are broadly categorised by the hazard they correspond to;

-

Data inputs are designated to a risk factor based on the conceptual framework (see Figure 2); and

-

Data inputs are summarised to ABS Level 1 statistical areas to provide a consistent method of comparison.
2

The geodatabase structure (at summary level) is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Figure 4

Geodatabase Structure Overview

The ABS Level 1 Statistical Areas (SA) were adopted to form the basis of all features stored in the geodatabase
as they identify functional areas built around whole official gazetted localities and form an intuitive basis for
statistical analysis and comparisons across the study area. The SA1s form the smallest unit for the release of
census data and typically have a population of 200 to 800 persons (averaging at ~400), allowing for meaningful
comparisons between multiple SAs. Each SA is allocated a unique 7 digit code by the ABS (identified as

2

Note that not all of the risk factors could be populated in the original database due to spatial data not presently being available. However these
may be populated in future as additional data inputs are generated.
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SA1_7DIGIT within the geodatabase) allowing for easy identification during analysis. Each SA is represented as a
polygon (Figure 5).
Figure 5

3.3

Example of ABS Statistical Areas Showing Unique 7 Digit Identification

Dataset Hierarchy

As identified in Section 3.2, and illustrated in

Figure 6 data is broadly grouped according to:
-

Component Inputs - represent raw data in its consolidated form. For example, ‘canopy presence’ is an
example of a component input. The component input may be established based on a range of original
datasets (e.g. aerial assessment, LIDAR capture, remote sensing) but ultimately consolidates this
information into a consistent format for each statistical area. Statistical areas are assigned a score to record
the relative risk associated with each component input (represented by N_SCORE values within the
geodatabase).

-

Risk Components – are used to categorise the component inputs depending on their characteristics, the
hazard to which they apply (e.g. bushfire) and the risk factors they relate to (e.g. exposure, sensitivity or
adaptive capacity). Risk components are conceptual (they do not generate additional spatial data) and are
used to identify and group similar datasets during analysis. For example ‘potential ignition sources’ may be
identified as a trigger for bushfire exposure. Power lines, roads, arson and lightning strike could be
considered component inputs which support this risk component.

-

Risk Factors - represent an average of the relevant component inputs and influence the degree of risk
associated with a given hazard. As discussed in Section 2.0 the key factors determining the risk posed to a
given community are exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. Risk factors are established to define
these elements of the risk equation for each hazard (see Figure 2). Where a risk factor is thought to
influence all hazards equally it is identified as a generic risk factor and grouped accordingly. For example,
‘bushfire adaptive capacity’ and ‘generic sensitivity’ are both examples of risk factors. Statistical areas are
assigned summary scores (represented by MEAN_N_Score values within the geodatabase) to record the
relative risk associated with each risk factor.

-

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles – represent the outcome of combining all risk factors for a given hazard
using a weighted analysis (see Section 4.4.2). Statistical areas are assigned a WN_SCORE to record the
relative risk which is then ranked and categorised to inform the risk profile for each hazard.

-

Combined Risk Profile – provides the average result of all hazard specific risk profiles once combined and
ranks each SA from least risk to most risk. Statistical areas are assigned a Risk_Score to record the relative
risk which is then ranked and categorised to inform the combined risk profile.

Figure 6 provides an overview of the geodatabase structure; hierarchy and key attribute fields using the ‘Bushfire
Exposure’ risk factor as an example. The various component inputs for bushfire exposure are shown and are
named according to the feature class within the geodatabase (e.g. Bexp_BFP_SA). These component inputs are
used to determine the bushfire exposure risk factor. Bushfire exposure is then combined with the hazard specific
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and generic risk factors to create the bushfire risk profile. The bushfire risk profile is then combined with all other
relevant risk profiles to create the combined risk profile for the study area. A full listing of data inputs and
corresponding metadata statements is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 6

Geodatabase Structure Hierarchy

To record and analyse the risks associated with each of the geodatabase elements identified in

Figure 6, key attribute fields have been established within the geodatabase to ensure consistency and are
detailed in Table 1.
Table 1

Key Attribute Fields used within the Geodatabase to Identify Risk

Field

Description

SA1_7DIGIT

Used to identify statistical areas using a unique 7 digit code allocated by the ABS.

N_SCORE

Records the relative risk associated with component inputs.

MEAN_N_Score

Records the relative risk associated with each risk factor and is based on the mean of all
related N_SCORE values. For example, bushfire exposure would have MEAN_N_Score
values informed by those component inputs relevant to bushfire exposure.

WN_SCORE

Identifies a risk score for hazard specific risk profiles. These scores are based on
MEAN_N_Score values for each hazard.

Risk_Score

Identifies a risk score for the combined risk profile. These scores are based on the
WN_SCORES for each hazard.
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Vulnerability Relationships

As outlined in

Figure 6 the risk factors are informed by multiple risk components and their component inputs. To ensure clarity
the relationship between the component inputs and risk components are conceptualised through vulnerability
relationship diagrams for each risk factor (see Appendix B). Establishing these relationships plays a critical role in
the data selection and consolidation process as they identify the key issues relevant to each hazard and map out
the raw data required to undertake the risk analysis. This process ensures the relationship between risk
components and each risk factor is structured, documented and can be updated based on new data as it
becomes available.
The vulnerability relationships initially adopted as part of the data consolidation process are documented in
Appendix B and provide an overview of all data contained within the geodatabase. The diagrams in Appendix B
also nominate potential component inputs for future consideration. It is anticipated that the vulnerability
relationship diagrams will require modification as more data becomes available and is incorporated into the
geodatabase.

3.5

Input Data Geodatabase

Raw input data utilised in the analysis has been filed and categorised in a separate geodatabase for clarity and
documentation purposes. This data may be utilised in future to generate additional component inputs by
combination or further analysis. This data represents a subset of all datasets made available during the project
and was selected based on a merit assessment. It is provided for general reference to support the analysis and
final results. A summary overview of the data input geodatabase is provided in Appendix A.
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4.0

Methodology

4.1

Data Selection Process

13

Prior to being usable in a GIS framework, data had to be identified, assessed and consolidated in order to
determine its quality and limitations. The objective of the data consolidation process was to identify data which
was relevant to the conceptual framework (see Section 2.0, Figure 2), to assess its merits and allocate it against a
relevant risk factor (i.e. exposure or vulnerability). All datasets were assessed for integrity, format and relevance
and then subjected to a merit assessment based on the project objective and spatial analysis requirements. The
merit assessment considered the following criteria:
-

Context – Data must be relevant to the conceptual framework (Figure 2). It must spatially identify ‘at risk’
communities and/or their supporting infrastructure; or inform the propensity for natural hazard exposure. All
data must have a qualitative basis for its inclusion.

-

Scale – The data must be of a suitable scale to enable spatial or statistical comparison across the project
area. Statistical comparisons must be robust and statistically significant.

-

Completeness – Data must consistently identify features across the project area, or within an LGA as a
3
minimum . If attribute data is required for further analysis all features must have attribute data assigned.
Partial datasets should not be included in the analysis to avoid skewed results.

-

Attribution – The data must have a known source and preferably the method of its creation should be known.

-

Accuracy – The data must have a suitable level of spatial accuracy and also accurately represent the
characteristics of the feature identified.

The above process remains relevant and should be applied to any data considered for future inclusion and
analysis within the database.

4.2

Data Consolidation

As the intent of the geodatabase is to interrogate data at the Level 1 SA scale, all data needs to be consolidated
and imported at the SA1 scale and represented using the SA polygon geometry. Therefore point, line and raster
features were first analysed and converted to SA polygon features. Attribute information was retained (or
additional attribute data created) during this conversion using a consistent, repeatable process to ensure the data
remained useful.
This section provides examples of this data consolidation process although the exact approach will be dependent
upon the data type and characteristics represented. In all cases the intent was to populate the Level 1 SAs with
attribute data which can be used for further analysis and ultimately, risk ranking across the project area. Each SA
polygon is allocated a unique code by the ABS which is identified in the SA1_7DIGIT field. Maintaining the
SA1_7DIGIT field during the data consolidation is therefore critical to the analysis process.
4.2.1

Populating Level 1 SA Statistics based on Point Geometry

Relevant statistics for each SA can be extracted from a point geometry feature class through a spatial join.
Examples of typical point geometry feature classes include hospitals, fire stations or fire hydrants. These have
fixed locations and their spatial extent (i.e. area covered) is of no consequence. In some cases polygon features
are represented by point geometry placed using the centroid of each polygon feature (e.g. a point to identify a
large hospital or school campus). These features may be better identified using the original polygon geometry and
can be imported using the process identified in Section 4.2.2.

Figure 7 provides an overview of the procedure used to execute a spatial join using point geometry. Key
steps are detailed below:
-

Inputs – The inputs for this process are the SA1 polygon boundaries and the raw input point feature from
which the attribute information is sought. In this example we have used Community Fire Units (CFUs).

-

Spatial Join – When performing the spatial join the ‘Join Operation’ should be set to JOIN_ONE_TO_ONE
to ensure each SA is represented by a single polygon. The consequence is that where multiple point
features (or CFUs) coincide with a single SA, the attribute information must be summarised and the field
map used to calculate statistics where multiple records are returned for a single SA. For quantitative data

3

Note all data initially incorporated into the original geodatabase was collected or summarised to the project wide level to simplify the analysis
process.
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(e.g. number of community members) this should be done using the ‘SUM’ merge rule. The ‘COUNT’ merge
rule can be used to determine the number of points which coincide with each SA. Typically qualitative
information does not inform the analysis and can be discarded. However if it is desirable to retain this
information, the ‘JOIN’ field map will ensure all text is retained in the output feature class.
Figure 7

4.2.2

Process Diagram for Executing a Spatial Join using Point Geometry

Populating Level 1 SA Statistics based on Polyline or Polygon Datasets

Figure 8 provides an overview of the procedure used to populate SA1_7DIGIT statistics based on polyline or
polygon data sets. Examples of typical polyline datasets include roads or power lines whereas land use may be
shown using polygon geometry. The process is the same for both geometry types and the key steps are detailed
below:
-

Intersect – To allow statistics to be generated for each SA the input polygon geometry must be intersected
(or broken up) by each SA polygon. The result is a polygon feature class containing both the SA field and
original input attribute fields.

-

Dissolve – The dissolve tool is used to re-establish the SA polygon boundaries as cohesive units (once
intersected, they are broken up by SA and the original input geometry boundaries). The dissolve field should
be the SA_7DIGIT field. Statistics fields should be chosen based on the attribute data. In the example below
area covered by canopy was calculated based on the shape geometry. The canopy area is then used as the
statistic field using the SUM statistic type to express the total canopy within each SA. This statistic can then
be used to calculate percentage canopy cover.
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Figure 8

4.2.3
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Process Diagram to Populate SAs with Attribute Data from a Polyline or Polygon Dataset

Populating Level 1 SA Statistics based on Raster Datasets

Examples of typical raster datasets include vegetation index scores, canopy cover and/or climatic data. The
attribute fields and properties may be different for each raster dataset depending on its source and intent. In this
example we have used canopy cover and the data is binary (i.e. canopy is present/absent). Before the raster data
can be incorporated into the SA1 level it must be converted into a polygon dataset.
Figure 9 provides an overview of the procedure and key steps are detailed below:
-

Resample – Geoprocessing time will be influenced by the file size of the raster dataset. It may be necessary
to resample the raster using a larger cell size (the size of each pixel) to reduce the overall processing time.
The adopted cell size will be dependent on the resolution of the input data and analysis.

-

Build Raster Attribute Table – In some cases a raster will not have an attribute table and one must be
created before the analysis can proceed.

-

Raster to Polygon – This process converts the raster to polygon geometry. The field should be chosen
based on the information relevant to analysis (in this example there is only one Cell Value attribute).

Figure 9

Process Diagram for Converting Rasters to Polygon Geometry

Once the raster datasets have been converted to polygon, the analysis process is the same as that described in
Figure 8.
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Calculating Level 1 SA Statistics based on Qualitative Data

In some cases attribute data may only be available in a qualitative format (i.e. as text fields). In these cases the
data must be ranked or quantified in a meaningful way to enable further analysis. Generally this can be
accomplished by using selection queries on the data and assigning a new field with a numerical rank (e.g. out of
10) to distinguish specific features. However in some cases it may be useful to distinguish the majority or average
ranking classification for each SA.
For example if residential land use is identified as potentially more sensitive than commercial land use the
proportion of land within each SA should play a role in determining the overall risk. This would be accomplished
by assigning a score or ranking to land use types and then using a ratio (based on area) to determine an overall
base score for each SA. The exact approach will depend on the data input but the process is generally repeatable
and key steps are identified below and in
Figure 10:
-

Intersect – To allow statistics to be generated for each SA the input polygon geometry must be intersected
(or broken up) by each SA polygon. The SA input data should have a field containing the area calculation for
each SA. The result is a polygon feature class containing both the SA fields and original input attribute fields.

-

Field Calculations – A series of new statistic fields need to be generated based on the new polygon
geometry. These include the area of all new polygons (LandUse_Area) and the ratio based on the polygon
area compared to original SA area (i.e. LandUse_Area / SA_Area = Ratio). Once these fields are
established the SA_Score can be calculated for each polygon.

-

Dissolve – The dissolve tool is then used to re-establish the SA polygon boundaries as cohesive units (once
intersected, they are broken up by SA and the original input geometry boundaries). The dissolve field should
be the SA_7DIGIT field. Statistics fields should be chosen based on the attribute data; in this case the SUM
of the SA_Score is used to provide a baseline score for each SA based on the best represented land use.

Figure 10
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Assessing Relative Risk using Normalised Scores

Once data has been consolidated to the SA level and conforms to the SA level polygon geometry; normalised risk
scores need to be allocated to each SA for all given input datasets, to progress the analysis. These scores are
used to ‘balance the playing field’ and make all input data directly comparable. Normalised risk scores were based
on a score of 0-100 where 0 indicates no relative risk and 100 indicates the maximum relative risk. Normalised
scores are identified within the geodatabase fieldname of N_SCORE. They are established based on the following
equation:
N_SCORE = (x- xmin) / (xmax – xmin)) * 100
Where:
x = The data point or statistic to be assigned a normalised score
xmax = The maximum value recorded across all SA fields
xmin = The minimum value recorded across all SA fields
Note that when calculating N_SCOREs a minimum value (minima) of 0 was adopted during calculations when
4
potential existed for a risk to be absent, regardless of whether this was evident in the results .
For example, when considering canopy cover the lowest possible risk is achieved when canopy cover is absent.
In terms of risk, this would be allocated a score of ‘0’ (indicating that no canopy is present). Adopting a value of ‘0’
to represent the minimum value ensures that ‘0’ reflects the least possible risk and not simply the lowest value
within the results. This avoids potential situations where a score of 0 could be assigned to the lowest record within
a group of results, even though it still represents a significant risk.
Conversely in some cases a value of ‘0’ could not be used to represent least risk. For example ABS SEIFA data is
based on already standardised scores ranging above and below a mean of 1000. In this case, the data range
does not extend to 0. Employing a minima of 0 in this scenario would significantly bias the results.
Therefore care should be taken in determining how risk is best represented within the data to ensure consistency
between input datasets and avoid bias in the results. Once N_SCOREs are assigned to all base level risk factors
and the data is grouped according to hazard and risk factor (see Figure 4), the data analysis can proceed.

4.4

Data Analysis

The data consolidation process provides a consistent starting point for all data inputs prior to further analysis.
Ideally these inputs should be documented using process tree diagrams similar to those provided in Appendix B.
Each risk factor should be supported by feature classes containing a normalised N_SCORE value (calculated
during the consolidation process) before proceeding to the next stage. The data analysis stage consists of the
following components to strike a balance between the representativeness of the analytical framework and the
complexity of the analysis requirements:
-

Calculating mean N_SCORE values for each individual risk factor based on the N_SCOREs of all supporting
feature classes;

-

Calculating weighted mean WN_SCORE values for hazard specific risk profiles based on the N_SCOREs
assigned to each individual risk factor;

-

Ranking the WN_SCORE values of the hazard specific risk profiles;

-

Combining risk profiles for each hazard into a single combined risk profile for the project area; and

-

Determining final risk categories for each hazard specific risk profile and the final combined risk profile
based on percentiles.

It is important to note that the introduction of any additional datasets at any point in the data analysis stage will
impact the analysis results and require the above process to be repeated. Therefore it is important that all
required inputs be confirmed at the data consolidation stage.

4.4.1

Calculating Average Risk Scores (N_Scores) for each Risk Factor

N_SCOREs for each SA are calculated for individual risk factors (exposure, sensitivity, adaptive capacity) based
on a simple mean of all supporting feature classes. This is accomplished using the dissolve tool to calculate the
mean N_SCORE with key steps outlined below and illustrated in
4

An exception was applied to ABS SEIFA data which is based on already standardised scores above or below a mean of 1000.
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Figure 11:
-

Merge – First all data inputs are merged together into a single feature class. For example, in the case of
bushfire exposure, fire history, canopy presence and bushfire prone land feature classes would be combined
into a single feature class. The feature class should contain duplicate SAs with N_SCOREs applicable to
5
each data input.

-

Dissolve – The dissolve tool is used to summarise the feature class to the SA level once more and remove
all duplicate values. The dissolve is based on the SA1_7DIGIT field and the N_SCORE is used as the
statistics field, calculated by using the mean.

Figure 11

4.4.2

Process Diagram for Calculating Mean N_Scores for Risk Factors

Calculating Weighted Risk Scores for Risk Factors

To calculate the relative risk for each hazard, each risk factor is assigned a weighting factor based on its
importance and influence on the relevant risk. Weighting factors are only applied to the overall risk factors for
each hazard, not the individual inputs that are used to calculate overall exposure.
Risk profile weighting factors were applied in accordance with the outcomes of a project workshop with project
partners and then refined based on the final data inputs and the results of preliminary analysis. Preliminary
analysis was undertaken based on a subset of available data for a single hazard to ensure weightings adequately
represented each risk factor in the final risk profiles. The weightings were also adjusted to reflect the relative
6
importance of each risk factor when considering the overall risk to the community . These weightings were
applied to the N_SCORE values established for each risk factor (exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity)
using the field calculator. The final weightings adopted for the project are provided in Table 2.
Table 2

Final Risk Profile Weighting Factors (with example N_SCORE values)

Exposure

Risk Specific
Sensitivity

Risk Specific
Adaptive Capacity

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic
Adaptive
Capacity

5

Limitations: Due to limitations when using the dissolve tool, '0' or ‘Null’ values must be replaced with '0.000001' during processing to ensure these

values are considered when calculating the mean (see dissolve tool help for details on null values).
6

A summary of the relative importance of risk factors and associated weighting factors is provided in the Summary Analysis Report.
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Exposure

Risk Specific
Sensitivity

Risk Specific
Adaptive Capacity

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic
Adaptive
Capacity

Weighting
Factor

1.5

1.25

0.75

1

0.5

Original
N_SCORE
(0 – 100)

80

65

25

75

40

Weighted
WN_SCORE

120

81.25

18.75

75

20

4.4.3

Risk Ranking

Once each statistical area had been scored using the risk profile weightings, the final scores (WN_SCORE) were
ranked from most at risk to least at risk and then assigned a risk category based on percentiles. Ranking was
7
undertaken in excel using the RANK.EQ function and the results imported to the feature class using a table join .
The percentile distributions were then established separately for the single risk profiles (bushfire, flooding, sea
level rise and extreme heat) (see Table 3) and the combined risk profile (see Table 5) to emphasise extremes.
This distribution was adopted to provide the user with an increased level of certainty around the extreme risk
categories as all input factors need to be relatively consistent to maintain an extreme risk category.
Table 3

Single Risk Profile Ranking Distribution

Risk Category

Risk Category

Percentile

1

Least at Risk

0-10%

2

Lesser Risk

10-30%

3

Average Risk

30-70%

4

Elevated Risk

70-90%

5

Most at Risk

90-100%

Before determining risk profile ranking for the combined risk profile a combined risk score must be established. To
do this the WN_SCOREs of each hazard specific risk profile were combined and averaged to obtain a combined
score (RISK_SCORE). No bias was provided between any of the three hazards considered (see
Table 4). Extreme heat was excluded from further analysis based on the lack of input data available to accurately
represent exposure.
Table 4

Combined Risk Profile Weighting Factors (with example WN_SCORE value)

Weighting Factor
WN_SCORE (Hazard)

Bushfire

Flooding

Sea Level Rise

1

1

1

120

45

60

RISK_SCORE (Combined)

Extreme Heat

Excluded from
further analysis.

75

A narrower cross section was adopted for the combined risk profile to further simplify the results.
Table 5

7

Combined Risk Profile Ranking Distribution

Risk Score

Risk Ranking

Percentile

1

Least at Risk

0-10%

2

Lesser Risk

10-50%

3

Elevated Risk

50-90%

This approach could be modified or simplified depending on the software extensions and licences available to the user.
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4.5

Risk Score

Risk Ranking

Percentile

4

Most at Risk

90-100%

Key Assumptions & Limitations

Assumptions and limitations specific to raw data inputs and their analysis are detailed in the metadata statements
provided in Appendix A. However some key assumptions and limitations apply broadly to the project outputs and
concepts employed through the course of this project (i.e. the hazard specific and combined risk profiles).
The maps created as a result of the risk analysis should not be used for urban planning or hazard zoning
purposes. This is because the results are indicative only and a direct function of the input datasets which in many
cases are multidisciplinary in their context and broad in nature. Although data inputs were checked and verified for
anomalies, inconsistencies or clearly erroneous or duplicated records; the methods employed by the original
author to obtain the results and the potential accuracy of such results was not considered. In some cases it was
necessary to discard or generalise data obtained as a result of detailed technical assessments in favour of more
general data available consistently for the entire study area due to the scale of the analysis. This approach was
adopted to ensure a consistent assessment method was applied across the entire study area. Therefore the
output of this analysis is not a substitute for more technically (or locally) focused investigations which may present
different findings or results.
AECOM exercised reasonable care when completing this User Guide and accompanying Summary Analysis
Report and geodatabase. However, in all hazard assessment related to climate variables, caution must be taken
when considering the results because significant uncertainty remains due to the inherent complexities involved in
analysing the past climate and variables typically encountered when modelling future climate change. AECOM
cannot guarantee the accuracy of climate observations and projections identified in this report and cannot be
responsible for any third party’s reliance upon on this information.
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Using the Spatial Data Library

5.1

Interrogating Data

5.1.1

Overview of Rankings & Statistics
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Complete metadata statements for all feature classes compiled during analysis are provided in Appendix A.
However the primary outputs of analysis and key supporting fields are detailed below:
Combined Risk Profile & Hazard Specific Risk Profiles
These contain the final risk ranking and category assigned to each SA based on the supporting risk scores. The
Risk_Category field forms the final output of the combined analysis.
Final risk scores for each hazard are provided for context to identify each hazard’s contribution to the final risk
score. To allow for a more intuitive interpretation of results, normalised scores have been provided for both the
combined risk score, hazard specific risk scores and the risk factor scores which inform these. These scores are
identified with the R_ prefix (e.g. R_Risk_Score) and normalise the scores to a range of 0-100.
These relative scores provide an indication of the relative risk each SA is exposed to and compliments the
ranking. It is noted that these scores are relative and do not reflect the actual degree of risk associated with each
SA. For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results, it does not indicate that no risk
was identified. Conversely a score of 100 is reflective of the highest score recorded during analysis, but does not
indicate the highest potential level of risk. Due to these limitations these relative scores should not be used for
further analysis and should not be directly compared with one another.
5.1.2

Map Layout Templates

A map layout template has been provided to provide an overview of the geodatabase structure and key outputs.
The layers within each mxd is structured according to the overview provided in Figure 4. Data may be queried
using the identification tool and where required multiple layers may be enabled to allow comparison.

5.2

Geodatabase Toolbox

A number of toolsets have been established to assist future data custodians and GIS users to maintain and
update the geodatabase. These are contained in the ‘HCC Natural Hazards Project Toolbox’ and individual
toolsets have been grouped based on the various stages of analysis. Whilst specific guidance for each tool is
provided within the tool help window (shown when the tool is executed) general guidance is provided below.
All of the tools have been developed using ModelBuilder and are easily editable and customisable. Customised
scripting was avoided to enhance the accessibility of the toolsets for future users. Therefore the toolsets detailed
below may be edited, customised and expanded or used as components of larger models or custom scripts to
meet the needs of the geodatabase in future.
5.2.1

Toolsets to Consolidate Data into Risk Components

As described in Section 4.4.1 N_Scores must be calculated for all component inputs prior to further analysis. To
simplify this process the ‘Normalise Data with 0 Minima (N_Score)’ and the ‘Normalise Data (N_Score)’ models
have been provided. Each serves a slightly different purpose depending on whether the intent is to scale the
target dataset to 0 or the minima recorded within the data.
Normalise Data with 0 Minima (N_Score)
The tool normalises input fields using the minima of ‘0’ when executing the calculation (refer Section 4.4.1). This
is achieved by the omission of the minima in the expression field. The maxima (%MAX%) is calculated using a
statistical calculation and the statistics field must be populated for the tool to work. The expression used is:
([INPUT] /%MAX%)*100
Where:

[INPUT] = The field which contains the data to be normalised. The text ‘[INPUT]’ must be replaced by
the actual field name for which the results should be calculated (e.g. [Fires_Count]).
%MAX% = The maxima (calculated based on the field which contains the data to be normalised). This
field is identified separately and will only be shown if a valid field has been nominated to calculate the
maxima.

Normalise Data (N_Score)
This tool calculates the maxima (%MAX%) and minima (%MIN%) using statistical calculations. The statistics field
must be populated for the tool to work. The expression used is:
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(([INPUT]-%MIN%)/(%MAX%-%MIN%))*100
Where:

[INPUT] = The field which contains the data to be normalised. The text ‘[INPUT]’ must be replaced by
the actual field name for which the results should be calculated (e.g. [Fires_Count]).
%MAX% = The maxima (calculated based on the field which contains the data to be normalised). This
field is identified separately and will only be shown if a valid field has been nominated to calculate the
maxima.
%MIN% = The minima (also calculated based on the field which contains the data to be normalised).
This field is identified separately and will only be shown if a valid field has been nominated to calculate
the minima.

5.2.2

Risk Factors

Calculating the mean N_Score values for each risk factor (whether it is hazard exposure or hazard
specific/generic adaptive capacity scores) is a process which is frequently repeated during analysis.
Calculate Mean N_Score
The ‘Calculate Mean N_Score’ model is a drag and drop tool which allows a series of feature classes to be
combined from which the MEAN_N_Score result is calculated automatically. The input features should represent
the component input of each risk factor. Each feature added must contain 'SA1_7DIGIT' and 'N_Score' fields for
this tool to work correctly. The output field is always MEAN_N_Score. The final output name and location can be
set by the user.
5.2.3

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles

A weighted average is used to determine the scores for the hazard specific risk profiles. Scores are represented
by the WN_Score field.

Calculate Weighted Mean WN_Score
Two models are provided to calculate weighted mean WN_Score values. Both operate on the same principles but
each consider a different number of risk inputs. This is because the number of available risk factors differed
between hazards in some cases where insufficient data was available (e.g. generic adaptive capacity is well
represented but adaptive capacity specific to flooding exposure could not be ascertained initially). Therefore
where hazard specific sensitivity and adaptive capacity cannot be defined only three inputs are used in the
analysis.
The model inputs can be dragged and dropped into the initial configuration. Ratios can be setup independently for
each risk factor.
The weighted mean is calculated for each SA based on:
(SUM of all input N_Score values) / (SUM of all weighting ratios) = WN_Score
The final risk profile weighting factors adopted during analysis are reproduced below in Table 6 for reference,
although these may be modified in future analysis.
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Table 6

Final Risk Profile Weighting Factors (with example N_SCORE values)

Exposure

Risk Specific
Sensitivity

Risk Specific
Adaptive Capacity

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic
Adaptive
Capacity

Weighting
Factor

1.5

1.25

0.75

1

0.5

Original
N_SCORE
(0 – 100)

80

65

25

75

40

Weighted
WN_SCORE

120

81.25

18.75

75

20

Import WN_RANKS (SA1)
The WN_Scores calculated for each SA are ranked using the RANK.EQ function in excel. This involves creating
an xls sheet containing the SA_7DIGIT fields, WN_SCORE values and creating a new field using the RANK.EQ
function. Care should be taken to ensure the field ranking for each cell is correctly calculated based on the full
dataset (this involves freezing the formula range).
Once the excel sheet is saved the ‘Import WN_RANKS’ model can be used to correctly join the excel sheet data
to a target hazard risk profile feature class.
Assign Risk Categories
Risk categories can be assigned once the risk rankings are successfully imported into the hazard specific risk
profile feature class. Categories are assigned based on the allocation identified in Table 3. The tool is drag and
drop and operates by calculating category values based on five field selections (to assign a category based on
percentile distribution). Input data must have a valid WN_RANK field.
5.2.4

Combined Risk Profile

The tools available to establish the combined risk profile are similar to those used to generate the hazard specific
risk profiles.
Calculate Weighted Risk Scores
This tool uses the hazard specific risk profiles as input data to calculate a mean risk score (RISK_SCORE). This
tool requires the WN_SCORE field to be present within the hazard specific risk profiles. The tool allows for ratio’s
to be applied to each hazard which would increase or decrease the influence of each hazard on the final risk
score allocated. This may be useful in cases where there is increased certainty around the input scores of one
hazard or if the requirement is to focus on a particular hazard whilst retaining a broader context. The weightings
applied in the original analysis are provided below in Table 7 for reference.
Table 7

Combined Risk Profile Weighting Factors (with example WN_SCORE value)

Weighting Factor
WN_SCORE (Hazard)

Bushfire

Flooding

Sea Level Rise

Extreme Heat

1

1

1

120

45

60

Excluded from
further analysis.

RISK_SCORE (Combined)

75

Import Combined WN_RANKS (SA1)
Once the combined risk scores have been calculated they are ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function. This
process is the same as that outlined in Section 5.2.3
Assign 4 Risk Categories (Ranked Data)
Risk categories can be assigned once the risk rankings are successfully imported into the hazard specific risk
profile feature class. This process is the same as that outlined in Section 5.2.3 with the exception that only four
(instead of five) categories are assigned to the combined risk ranking.
5.2.5

SA2 Calculations

Whilst analysis was performed at the SA1 level, SA2s may be useful to aggregate data to a broader scale. This
may be particularly useful in urban centres where greater variation within SA1s is recorded within relative close
proximity. Therefore aggregating data to the SA2 level can provide an overview of general trends in these areas.
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Generic Toolset

Additional generic tools developed during the course of data analysis are included within the geodatabase toolbox
to support general administrative tasks.

5.3

Geodatabase Administration Requirements

The geodatabase may require consolidation as new data is imported and further analysis is performed. However
as most factors considered in analysis are long term (key service infrastructure, demographics, topography,
vegetation etc) no significant ongoing maintenance is anticipated.
It is expected that drivers for change will come from:
-

New hazards not considered as part of the initial analysis

-

New information or data becoming available to inform sensitivity or adaptive capacity

-

Modifications to the analysis methods (e.g. modified weightings)

-

More detailed weightings for specific factors

The geodatabase is established based on a clear hierarchy and modular framework to accommodate these
changes. The approach outlined in Section 4.0 allows for the import of data from multiple sources whilst the
analysis methods combined with the toolsets available ensure the model is resilient and based on repeatable
methods of analysis. The geodatabase can therefore be modified and updated on an iterative basis driven by
significant developments in available data or analysis requirements.
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Appendix A
1.0

Geodatabase File Structure & Metadata Statements

Analysis Geodatabase File Structure

Figure A.1:1 Geodatabase Structure Overview

Figure A.1:2 Geodatabase Structure - Detail
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Table A.1:3 Analysis Geodatabase File Structure

Feature Dataset

Risk_Profiles

Administrative

Bushfire

Flooding

Generic

June 2014

Feature Class

Hierarchy

COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Combined Risk Profile

COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Combined Risk Profile

B_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Risk Profile

B_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Risk Profile

FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Risk Profile

FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Risk Profile

H_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Risk Profile

H_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Risk Profile

SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Risk Profile

SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Risk Profile

LGA_BOUNDARIES

Administrative Layer Only

SA1_AREAS

Administrative Layer Only

SA2_AREAS

Administrative Layer Only

B_ADAPTIVE

Risk Factor

B_EXPOSURE

Risk Factor

B_SENSITIVITY

Risk Factor

Badp_CFU

Component Input

Badp_Hydrants

Component Input

Badp_NSP

Component Input

Badp_Proximity

Component Input

Bexp_BFires

Component Input

Bexp_BFP_SA

Component Input

Bexp_BFProneLand

Component Input

Bexp_Canopy

Component Input

Bexp_Ignition

Component Input

Bsen_Cat1Inf

Component Input

F_EXPOSURE

Risk Factor

Fexp_1Pc_AEP

Component Input

G_ADAPTIVE

Risk Factor

G_SENSITIVITY

Risk Factor

Gadp_ambulance

Component Input

Gadp_EMhospitals

Component Input

Gadp_EResources

Component Input

Gadp_IEO

Component Input

Gadp_Income

Component Input

Gadp_Internet

Component Input

Gadp_IRSD

Component Input

Gadp_Language

Component Input

Gadp_RFS_FRNSW

Component Input
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Feature Dataset

Feature Class

Hierarchy

Gadp_Roads

Component Input

Gadp_Vehicle

Component Input

Gsen_Age

Component Input

Gsen_AgedCare

Component Input

Gsen_Assistance

Component Input

Gsen_Dwellings

Component Input

Gsen_Infrastructure

Component Input

Gsen_LandUse

Component Input

Gsen_P_Inf

Component Input

Gsen_PopDen

Component Input

Gsen_S_Inf

Component Input

Heat

H_EXPOSURE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Risk Factor

Sea_Level_Rise_2100

SLR_EXPOSURE

Risk Factor

SLR_2100_1pcAEP

Component Input
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2.0

Metadata Statements - Combined Risk Profiles

Table A.2:1 COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Class

COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Combined_Risk_Profiles

Hierarchy

Combined Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of
combined hazard exposure within each SA. Data is displayed at the SA1 level.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MAX_FLD_WEIGHT

These fields identify the risk scores allocated for each hazard (extreme
flooding, bushfire and sea level rise) and were used to inform the combined
risk score. Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating maximum
identified risk and ‘0’ no identified risk.
No weighting (i.e. a ratio of 1) was applied to each factor during initial analysis.
Ratios may be modified in future and this metadata record updated
accordingly.

MAX_FIRE_WEIGHT
MAX_SLR_WEIGHT

RISK_SCORE

WN_RANK

The combined risk score represents an average of the risk scores allocated for
each hazard. Where:
(MAX_FLD_WEIGHT+ MAX_FIRE_WEIGHT+ MAX_SLR_WEIGHT) / 3 =
RISK_SCORE
Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating maximum identified risk and
‘0’ no identified risk.
Identifies the rank of each RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA1s. Each
SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result recorded
here. Values range from 1-1311 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA (the SA
with the highest risk_score) and 1311 the SA least at risk.

RISK_CATEGORY

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-4
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Elevated Risk
4 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

R_RISK_SCORE

These fields are prefixed with ‘R’ to identify that they are relative to the original
risk scores. They normalise the original scores to a range of 0-100 and
compliment the ranking of original scores.
For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results,
it does not indicate that no risk was identified. Conversely a score of 100 is
reflective of the highest score recorded during analysis, but does not indicate
the highest potential level of risk.

R_FLD_SCORE
R_FIRE_SCORE
R_SLR_SCORE
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Table A.2:2 COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Class

COMBINED_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Dataset

Combined_Risk_Profiles

Hierarchy

Combined Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of
combined hazard exposure within each SA. Data is displayed at the SA2 level.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA2_MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

MEAN_RISK_SCORE

The combined risk score for each SA2 represents an average of the risk
scores (RISK_SCORE) allocated for each related SA1.
Identifies the rank of each MEAN_RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA2s.
Each SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result
recorded here. Values range from 1-49 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA
(the SA with the highest risk_score) and 49 the SA least at risk.

WN_RANK

RISK_CATEGORY

2.1

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-4
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Elevated Risk
4 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles - Bushfire

Table A.2:3 BUSHFIRE_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Class

BUSHFIRE_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of bushfire
within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MAX_S_WEIGHT

These fields identify the risk scores allocated for each risk factor (sensitivity,
adaptive capacity, exposure) and are used to inform the combined weighted
normalised score (WN_SCORE). Weightings adopted during analysis are
detailed below. Ratios may be modified in future and this metadata record
updated accordingly.

MAX_A_WEIGHT

MAX_E_WEIGHT
Exposure

MAX_GEN_A_WEIGHT

June 2014

Risk
Specific
Sensitivity

Risk
Specific
Adaptive
Capacity

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic
Adaptive
Capacity
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Feature Class

BUSHFIRE_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

MAX_GEN_S_WEIGHT

Weighting
Factor

1.5

1.25

0.75

1

0.5

.
WN_SCORE

WN_RANK

The combined risk score represents an average of the weighted risk scores
allocated for each hazard. Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating
maximum identified risk and ‘0’ no identified risk.
Identifies the rank of each WN_SCORE within the context of all SA1s. Each
SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result recorded
here. Values range from 1-1311 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA (the SA
with the highest risk_score) and 1311 the SA least at risk.

RISK_CATEGORY

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

R_WN_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to the WN_SCORE. The normalised
score is based on a range of 0-100 and compliments the ranking (WN_RANK).
For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results,
it does not indicate that no risk was identified.

June 2014
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Table A.2:4 BUSHFIRE_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Class

BUSHFIRE_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of bushfire
within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA2MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

MEAN_WN_SCORE

The combined risk score for each SA2 represents an average of the weighted
normalised risk scores (WN_SCORE) allocated for each related SA1.

WN_RANK

RISK_CATEGORY

June 2014

Identifies the rank of each MEAN_RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA2s.
Each SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result
recorded here. Values range from 1-49 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA
(the SA with the highest risk_score) and 49 the SA least at risk.
Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.
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2.2

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles – Flooding

Table A.2:5 FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE-SA1

Feature Class

FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of flooding
within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

GEN_S_WEIGHT

These fields identify the risk scores allocated for each risk factor (sensitivity,
adaptive capacity, exposure) and are used to inform the combined weighted
normalised score (WN_SCORE). Weightings adopted during analysis are
detailed below. Ratios may be modified in future and this metadata record
updated accordingly. Note that flooding specific risk factors for sensitivity and
adaptive capacity could not be assessed based on the available data.

GEN_A_WEIGHT

E_WEIGHT
Weighting
Factor

WN_SCORE

WN_RANK

Exposure

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic Adaptive
Capacity

1.5

1

0.5

The combined risk score represents an average of the weighted risk scores
allocated for each hazard. Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating
maximum identified risk and ‘0’ no identified risk.
Identifies the rank of each WN_SCORE within the context of all SA1s. Each
SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result recorded
here. Values range from 1-1311 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA (the SA
with the highest risk_score) and 1311 the SA least at risk.

RISK_CATEGORY

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

R_WN_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to the WN_SCORE. The normalised
score is based on a range of 0-100 and compliments the ranking (WN_RANK).
For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results,
it does not indicate that no risk was identified.

June 2014
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Table A.2:6 FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE-SA2

Feature Class

FLOOD_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of flooding
within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA2MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

MEAN_WN_SCORE

The combined risk score for each SA2 represents an average of the weighted
normalised risk scores (WN_SCORE) allocated for each related SA1.

WN_RANK

RISK_CATEGORY

June 2014

Identifies the rank of each MEAN_RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA2s.
Each SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result
recorded here. Values range from 1-49 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA
(the SA with the highest risk_score) and 49 the SA least at risk.
Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.
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2.3

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles – Extreme Heat

Table A.2:7 HEAT_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Class

HEAT_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Extreme Heat

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of extreme
heat events within each SA.

Limitations

Exposure to extreme heat and hazard specific risk factors could not be
determined based on the available data. All SAs were assigned an equal
exposure risk score. Therefore this dataset is indicative only and reflects
the overall vulnerability of communities to a generic hazard exposure
event.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MAX_E_WEIGHT

These fields identify the risk scores allocated for each identified risk factor
(sensitivity, adaptive capacity) and are used to inform the combined weighted
normalised score (WN_SCORE). Weightings adopted during analysis are
detailed below. Ratios may be modified in future and this metadata record
updated accordingly. It is noted that all SAs were assigned an equal
exposure risk score in the absence of sufficient input data.

MAX_GEN_A_WEIGHT
MAX_GEN_S_WEIGHT

Weighting
Factor

Exposure

Risk
Specific
Sensitivity

Risk
Specific
Adaptive
Capacity

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic
Adaptive
Capacity

1.5

1.25

0.75

1

0.5

.
WN_SCORE

WN_RANK

The combined risk score represents an average of the weighted risk scores
allocated for each hazard. Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating
maximum identified risk and ‘0’ no identified risk.
Identifies the rank of each WN_SCORE within the context of all SA1s. Each SA
is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result recorded here.
Values range from 1-1311 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA (the SA with
the highest risk_score) and 1311 the SA least at risk.

RISK_CATEGORY

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

R_WN_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to the WN_SCORE. The normalised
score is based on a range of 0-100 and compliments the ranking (WN_RANK).
For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results,
it does not indicate that no risk was identified.

June 2014
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Table A.2:8 HEAT_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Class

HEAT_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Dataset

Extreme Heat

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of extreme
heat events within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA2MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

MEAN_WN_SCORE

The combined risk score for each SA2 represents an average of the weighted
normalised risk scores (WN_SCORE) allocated for each related SA1.

WN_RANK

RISK_CATEGORY

June 2014

Identifies the rank of each MEAN_RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA2s.
Each SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result
recorded here. Values range from 1-49 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA
(the SA with the highest risk_score) and 49 the SA least at risk.
Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.
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2.4

Hazard Specific Risk Profiles – Sea Level Rise

Table A.2:9 SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Class

SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA1

Feature Dataset

Sea Level Rise

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of sea
level rise within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

GEN_S_WEIGHT

These fields identify the risk scores allocated for each risk factor (sensitivity,
adaptive capacity, exposure) and are used to inform the combined weighted
normalised score (WN_SCORE). Weightings adopted during analysis are
detailed below. Ratios may be modified in future and this metadata record
updated accordingly. Note that sea level rise specific risk factors for sensitivity
and adaptive capacity could not be assessed based on the available data.

GEN_A_WEIGHT

E_WEIGHT
Weighting
Factor

WN_SCORE

WN_RANK

Exposure

Generic
Sensitivity

Generic Adaptive
Capacity

1.5

1

0.5

The combined risk score represents an average of the weighted risk scores
allocated for each hazard. Values may range from 0-100 with ‘100’ indicating
maximum identified risk and ‘0’ no identified risk.
Identifies the rank of each WN_SCORE within the context of all SA1s. Each
SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result recorded
here. Values range from 1-1311 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA (the SA
with the highest risk_score) and 1311 the SA least at risk.

RISK_CATEGORY

Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.

R_WN_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to the WN_SCORE. The normalised
score is based on a range of 0-100 and compliments the ranking (WN_RANK).
For example a score of 0 indicates the SA scored the lowest within the results,
it does not indicate that no risk was identified.

June 2014
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Table A.2:10 SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Class

SLR_RISK_PROFILE_SA2

Feature Dataset

Sea Level Rise

Hierarchy

Hazard Specific Risk Profile

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of sea
level rise within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA2MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

MEAN_WN_SCORE

The combined risk score for each SA2 represents an average of the weighted
normalised risk scores (WN_SCORE) allocated for each related SA1.

WN_RANK

RISK_CATEGORY

June 2014

Identifies the rank of each MEAN_RISK_SCORE within the context of all SA2s.
Each SA is ranked in excel using the EQ.RANK function and the result
recorded here. Values range from 1-49 with ‘1’ identifying the most at risk SA
(the SA with the highest risk_score) and 49 the SA least at risk.
Identifies the risk category assigned to each SA. This is the final output of the
analysis and the key indicator of relative risk. Valid categories range from 1-5
where:
1 – Least at Risk
2 – Lesser Risk
3 – Average Risk
4 – Elevated Risk
5 – Most at Risk
Categories are assigned based on percentiles as detailed in the User Guide.
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3.0

Metadata Statements - Administrative

Table A.3:1 LGA_Boundaries

Feature Class

LGA_Boundaries

Feature Dataset

Administrative

Hierarchy

Administrative Layer

Source

LPI

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of
combined hazard exposure within each SA.

Lganame

Identifies the name of the Local Government Area (LGA).

Councilname

Identifies the name of the Council which administers each LGA.

Table A.3:2 SA1_AREAS

Feature Class

SA1_AREAS

Feature Dataset

Administrative

Hierarchy

Administrative Layer

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies the level 1 statistical areas within the study area as defined by the
ABS.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

AREA_M

The area of each SA1 in metres.

Table A.3:3 SA2_AREAS

Feature Class

SA2_AREAS

Feature Dataset

Administrative

Hierarchy

Administrative Layer

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies the level 1 statistical areas within the study area as defined by the
ABS.

SA2_MAIN

Unique identifier for each level 2 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 49 SA2s within the project area. Each SA2 encompasses a sub
set of SA1s (which fit within the boundary of a larger SA2). This field acts as a
‘key’ field within the geodatabase.

SA2_NAME

A place name allocated against each SA2 by the ABS.

AREA_SQKM

The area of each SA2, in square kilometres.
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4.0

Metadata Statements - Bushfire

4.1

Bushfire Risk Factors

Table A.4:1 B_EXPOSURE

Feature Class

B_EXPOSURE

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of bushfire
exposure within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).

Table A.4:2 B_SENSITIVITY

Feature Class

B_SENSITIVITY

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative sensitivity of sensitive infrastructure to the
effects of bushfire within each SA. Increased sensitivity corresponds to greater
risk.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).

June 2014
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Table A.4:3 B_ADAPTIVE

Feature Class

B_ADAPTIVE

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative adaptive capacity of vulnerable communities
to the effects of bushfire within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).
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Bushfire Exposure Component Inputs - Bexp

Table A.4:4 Bushfire Prone Land

Risk
Component
Feature Class

Bushfire Prone Land
REF_Bexp_BFP & Bexp_BFP_SA

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

GCC, LCC, WSC

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the appropriate use of this dataset. REF_Bexp_BFP is
provided for reference only and should not be used in analysis as it contains multiple
polygons per SA. Bexp_BFP_SA represents a consolidated dataset with a single polygon for
each SA and should be used in further analysis.

Summary

Identifies the relative presence of land zoned as bushfire prone within each SA.

BFPCAT

Identifies the bushfire vegetation category coded value

BFPDesc

Identifies the bushfire vegetation category.

LGANAME

Identifies which LGA the data is sourced from.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

BFP_Class

Initial classification of the bushfire vegetation category where:
1 – Not mapped
2 – Buffer Land
3 – Category 2 Vegetation Class
4 – Category 1 Vegetation Class

Shape_Pc

Identifies the percentage coverage of each polygon (as a percentage of the total SA area).

BFP_Score

Provides a score based on the vegetation class and percentage of the total SA area it covers.
This field is calculated based on [BFP_Class] * [Shape_Rank].

BFP_RankPc

The overall weighted mean ranking of each statistical area based on the percentage cover of
each bushfire prone land category. This field represents the sum of the BFP_Score for each
SA divided by 100.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the BFP_RankPc field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.4:5 Fire Danger

Risk
Component
Feature Class

Fire Danger
Bexp_Fires

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

RFS

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the appropriate use of this dataset.

Summary

A historic record of all bushfires recorded within the project area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Fire_Count

Contains a count of all bushfires occurring within each SA.

Fires_Pc

Indicates the total percentage of bushfires which have occurred within a given SA (as a
percentage of all fires on record for the study area).

SOURCE

The data source organisation.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Fires_Pc field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.4:6 Potential Ignition Sources

Risk
Component
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Feature Class

Bexp_Ignition

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

GA

Constraints

Refer to the user guide regarding the appropriate use of this dataset.

Limitations

Based on high voltage transmission lines and road network only.

Summary

Provides an overview of potential ignition sources within the project area. This layer considers
powerlines as a potential ignition source, cars on roads as a potential source of ignition and
roads as an influence on accessibility providing opportunity for arson. Only roads or
powerlines which intersect with mapped canopy were considered for analysis.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Ignition_M

Total length of powerline or road identified within each SA.

Ignition_PC

Total length of powerline or road identified within each SA divided by the total SA area.
Expressed per hectare.

SOURCE

The data source organisation.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Ignition_PC field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.4:7 Canopy Presence

Factor

Canopy Presence

Feature Class

Bexp_Canopy

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

HCC

Limitations

Based on raster data accurate to 2.5m resampled to 50m accuracy (based on a majority cell
value) across the project area prior to analysis. Refer to the user guide regarding the
appropriate use of this dataset.

Summary

Provides an indication of canopy cover within the study area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Canopy_Pc

Percentage of canopy cover within each statistical area.

SOURCE

The data source organisation.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Canopy_Pc field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.
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Bushfire Sensitivity Component Inputs - Bsen

Table A.4:8 Sensitive Infrastructure

Factor

Sensitive Infrastructure

Feature Class

Bsen_Cat1Inf

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

RFS

Limitations

Does not consider the potential cumulative impact of localised clusters within a statistical
area. Features are expressed as an average over the entire statistical area regardless to their
proximity to one another.

Summary

Identifies the presence of category 1 listed infrastructure within the study area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Inf_count

Shows the count of all category 1 listed infrastructure for each statistical area.

Inf_Density

Identifies the density of category 1 listed infrastructure for a 1 ha area of land (e.g. 0.5 = 1
feature within 2 ha)

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Inf_Density field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

4.4

Bushfire Adaptive Capacity Component Inputs – Badp

Table A.4:9 Badp_proximity

Feature Class

Badp_proximity

Factor

Emergency Services

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

RFS, FRNSW

Limitations

Results are influenced by operating bases located outside of the study area. No
differentiation is attributed to the results based on the operating base type, staff or equipment
available.

Summary

Identifies the relative proximity of Rural Fire Service and Fire & Rescue NSW operating bases
within the study area.

Related Input
Data

Badp_FRNSW; Badp_RFS

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Inf_count

Identifies the total number of operating bases within the statistical area.

Station_Proximity

Identifies the relative proximity of operating bases to each statistical area. Proximity is
expressed in kilometres. Relative proximity was calculated using a buffer overlay at 1
kilometre intervals and a weighted mean based on percentage overlap.
(Buffer Distance * %Area) + (Buffer Distance * %Area) / 100.
A result of 10 indicates that, on average, an operating base is located within 10km but outside
9km of the statistical area.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Station_Proximity field. Higher scores indicate greater
risk.
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Table A.4:10 Badp_hydrants

Feature Class

Badp_hydrants

Factor

Fire Fighting Capability

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

GCC & WSC

Limitations

No data was available for Lake Macquarie Council.

Summary

Identifies the density of fire hydrants within each statistical area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Hyd_Count

A count of the number of hydrants recorded for each statistical area.

Hyd_Density

Fire hydrant density within each statistical area expressed per hectare.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Hyd_Density field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.4:11 Badp_CFU

Feature Class

Badp_CFU

Factor

Information & Awareness (Community Fire Units)

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

RFS

Limitations

Final N_Scores are based on a presence/absence rule as the overall effectiveness of multiple
CFUs within a given SA could not be determined.

Summary

Identifies the presence of community fire units (CFUs) within the study area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

CFU_Count

A count of the number of CFUs recorded for each statistical area.

Limitations
N_Score

Normalised risk score based on a presence absence rule. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.4:12 Badp_NSP

Feature Class

Badp_NSP

Factor

Fire Refuge (Neighbourhood Safer Places)

Feature Dataset

Bushfire

Source

RFS

Limitations

Final N_Scores are based on a presence/absence rule as the overall effectiveness of multiple
NSPs within a given SA could not be determined.

Summary

Identifies the presence of Neighbourhood Safer Places (NSPs) within the study area.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

NSP_Count

A count of the number of NSPs recorded for each statistical area.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on a presence absence rule. Higher scores indicate greater risk.
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5.0

Metadata Statements - Flooding

5.1

Flooding Risk Factors

Table A.5:1 F_EXPOSURE

Feature Class

F_EXPOSURE

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of flooding
exposure within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).

5.2

Flooding Exposure Component Inputs - Fexp

Table A.5:2 Fexp_1Pc_AEP

Feature Class

Fexp_1Pc_AEP

Factor

1% AEP Flood Extent

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Source

AECOM, Lake Macquarie, Gosford & Wyong Council

Summary

This dataset identifies the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability flood extent and
relative exposure within each SA.

Limitations

This dataset is based on direct interpretation of Council flood studies.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

MAX_Flooded_SQM

Identifies the total area flooded in square meters for each SA.

MAX_AREA_M

Identifies the total area of each SA.

Flooded_PC

Indicates the percentage of each SA which falls within the 1% AEP.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the percentage of area recorded within
the 1% AEP within each SA. Higher scores represent comparatively higher
levels of exposure and/or a greater area potentially exposed to flooding.
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6.0

Metadata Statements - Extreme Heat

6.1

Extreme Heat Risk Factors

Table A.6:1 F_EXPOSURE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Feature Class

F_EXPOSURE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary & Limitations

This dataset was used as a substitute for data inputs and is included for
reference only. It cannot be used to support further analysis

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

An ‘average’ score of 50 was applied to all SA areas. No relative risk was
determined between SAs. This score is applied as a substitute in dependent
calculations only.
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7.0

Metadata Statements - Sea Level Rise

7.1

Sea Level Rise Risk Factors

Table A.7:1 SLR_EXPOSURE

Feature Class

SLR_EXPOSURE

Feature Dataset

Sea Level Rise

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative risk of communities to the effects of sea
level rise exposure within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).

7.2

Sea Level Rise Exposure Component Inputs – SLRexp

Table A.7:2 SLR_exp_2100_1pc_AEP

Feature Class

SLR_exp_2100_1pc_AEP

Factor

Sea Level Rise

Feature Dataset

Flooding

Source

Lake Macquarie, Gosford & Wyong Council, LPMA

Summary

This dataset identifies the extent of flooding during a 1% AEP event based on
a predicted 0.9m of sea level rise by 2100.

Limitations

To assess the potential impact of sea level rise by 2100 a coarse level digital
terrain model (DTM) was established based on 2m contours across the study
area. The DTM was then compared against the current 1% AEP flood extent
mapped by each Council for each respective LGA. A new extent was
established based on the addition of 0.9m to the existing flood extent and a 3m
AHD inundation level in coastal areas. The result is an inundation extent which
shows the potential extent of inundation during a 1% AEP event in 2100 whilst
taking predicted rises to sea level into account.
The original 2m contour data used in this coarse analysis may impact the
accuracy of the results as sea level rise predictions are based on small
variations in elevation. Additionally alternate sea level predictions would yield
different results. This approach was adopted based on the available data and
to provide a consistent approach across the entire study area. It is recognised
that other studies and analysis may provide improved accuracy or certainty at
a different scale.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Inundated_Pc

Identifies the total area flooded in square meters for each SA considering 2100
sea level rise predictions and the 1% AEP.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the percentage of area recorded within
the area subject to flooding following sea level rise. Higher scores represent
comparatively higher levels of exposure and/or a greater area potentially
exposed to flooding.
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8.0

Metadata Statements - Generic Inputs

8.1

Generic Risk Factors

Table A.8:1 G_SENSITIVITY

Feature Class

G_SENSITIVITY

Feature Dataset

Generic

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative sensitivity of infrastructure and communities
to the effects of natural hazards within each SA. Increased sensitivity
corresponds to greater risk.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).

Table A.8:2 G_ADAPTIVE

Feature Class

G_ADAPTIVE

Feature Dataset

Generic

Hierarchy

Risk Factor

Source

AECOM (2014)

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative adaptive capacity of vulnerable communities
to the effects of natural hazards within each SA.

Limitations

Refer to the user guide regarding the limitations of this data’s accuracy and its
appropriate use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each level 1 statistical area allocated by the ABS. There
are a total of 1311 SA1s within the project area. This field acts as a ‘key’ field
within the geodatabase.

MEAN_N_SCORE

Represents a normalised score relative to all related component inputs. The
normalised score is based on a range of 0-100. A score of 0 would indicate
that no risk was identified whereas a score of 100 would indicate that the
maximum risk was identified within each component input. (To obtain a score
of 100 all inputs would need to score 100).
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Generic Sensitivity Component Inputs - Gsen

Table A.8:3 Gsen_Age

Feature Class

Gsen_Age

Factor

Physical Demography

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Limitations

This data is publically available.

Summary

This dataset ranks each statistical area out of 10 based on sensitive land use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Tot_P

Total population within each statistical area.

Under_5_Pc

Percentage of population aged under five years of age.

Ovr_65_Pc

Percentage of population aged over 65 years of age.

Ovr_75_Pc

Percentage of population aged over 75 years of age.

N_Score_Und5

Provides a normalised score based on [Under_5_Pc]

N_Score_Ovr65

Provides a normalised score based on [Ovr_65_Pc]

N_Score_Ovr75

Provides a normalised score based on [Ovr_75_Pc]

N_Score

The average N_Score of all age categories. Higher scores indicates greater risk (or higher
percentages of young/old people).

Table A.8:4 Gsen_AgedCare

Feature Class

Gsen_AgedCare

Factor

Dependence

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

SENSIS, GCC, Department of Health

Limitations

The service quality, bed capacity and size of each facility could not be accurately established
for all records and these attributes have been excluded from analysis.

Summary

Identifies aged care facilities (retirement homes & villages, hostels, hospices, aged care).

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Care_Count

Provides a count of the total number of facilities recorded for each statistical area. Exactly
overlapping points (where two facilities under different names were identified) were excluded
from analysis.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Care_Count field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.
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Table A.8:5 Gsen_assistance

Feature Class

Gsen_assistance

Factor

Dependence

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies populations who require assistance for core activities. Core Activity Need for
Assistance is used to measure the number of persons with a profound or severe disability.
People with a profound or severe disability are defined as those people needing help or
assistance in one or more of the three core activity areas of self-care, mobility and
communication because of a disability, long term health condition (lasting six months or more),
or old age.

Limitations

Population counts are limited by the total number of census respondents.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

P_Tot_Need_fo
r_assistance

Population count within each statistical area which require assistance for core activities and
where needs are satisfied.

P_Tot_No_
Need_for_assist
ance

Population count within each statistical area which require no assistance for core activities.

P_Tot_Need_fo
r_assistance_ns

Population count within each statistical area which require assistance for core activities where
needs are not satisfied.

NeedCr_Pc

Percentage of the population within each statistical area which require assistance for core
activities.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the NeedCr_Pc field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.8:6 Gsen_Landuse

Feature Class

Gsen_LandUse

Factor

Land Use

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

GCC, LMCC, WSC

Limitations

Care should be taken in the interpretation of some results. Some zoning categories may be
applied across large areas (e.g. defence land) and not be fully utilised or representative of a
greater risk.

Summary

This dataset ranks each statistical area out of 10 based on sensitive land use.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

LandUse_Rnk

This dataset ranks each statistical area out of 10 based on % cover of sensitive land use
zoning. Land use was derived using Local Environment Plan for each LGA. Zones selected
for inclusion included Commercial, High/Medium Density Residential, Infrastructure and
Industrial areas (R1, R3, Business Zones, IN1, IN2, SP1 & SP2). A rank of 10 indicates the
statistical area is comprised entirely of a ‘sensitive’ land use zoning and a rank of 1 indicates
no ‘sensitive’ land use zoning was present within the statistical area.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the LandUse_Rnk field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.
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Table A.8:7 Gsen_Dwellings

Feature Class

Gsen_Dwellings

Factor

Population Density

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies private dwellings within each statistical area. The definition of private dwelling
includes residences in caravan/residential parks, camping grounds, marinas, manufactured
home estates and retirement villages (self-contained).

Limitations

Counts are limited by the total number of census respondents.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

OPDs_Tot_O

Number of occupied private dwellings.

Unoccupied

Number of unoccupied private dwellings.

Total_PDs_

Number of private dwellings.

Dwel_Density

Dwelling density expressed per hectare of land.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Dwel_Density field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

Table A.8:8 Gsen_PopDen

Feature Class

Gsen_PopDen

Factor

Population Density

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies total population for each SA.

Limitations

Population counts are limited by the total number of census respondents.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Tot_Pop

Total population recorded.

Pop_Density

Population density expressed per hectare of land.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Pop_Density field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.
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Table A.8:9 Gsen_P_Infrastructure

Feature Class

Gsen_P_Infrastructure

Factor

Dependence

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

SES, Gosford City Council, SENSIS

Limitations

All infrastructure is treated as of equal importance. Proximity is not considered.

Summary

Identifies the presence of infrastructure features within each statistical area. Infrastructure was
selected based on their sensitivity and potential influence on either overall sensitivity or
adaptive capacity during or after an emergency situation. Infrastructure included schools,
childcare, correctional facilities, aged care, ambulance, police and fire stations, SES facilities,
hospitals, medical facilities, shopping centres, stadiums, public pools, camping ground and
tertiary education facilities.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Inf_C

Infrastructure Count – A count of the number of primary infrastructure features identified in
each statistical area.

Inf_Density

Infrastructure density expressed per hectare of land.

N_Score

Normalised risk score based on the Inf_Density field. Higher scores indicate greater risk.

8.3

Generic Adaptive Capacity Component Inputs – Gadp

Table A.8:10 Gadp_ambulance

Feature Class

Gadp_ambulance

Factor

Access to Emergency Services

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

HCCREMS

Summary

Identifies proximity to ambulance stations within the study area.

Limitations

The level and quality of service for each station could not be established therefore all stations
are treated equally.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

SUM_D_Score

Represents an average distance based on buffers generated at 1km intervals.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on relative proximity to stations within the statistical area.
Scores were based on proximity buffers at 1km intervals. Higher scores represent larger
distances.
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Table A.8:11 Gadp_EMhospitals

Feature Class

Gadp_EMhospitals

Factor

Access to Emergency Services

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

SES

Summary

Identifies proximity to hospitals (which practice emergency medicine) within the study area.

Limitations

The original dataset has been limited to only those hospitals which were identified to provide a
designated emergency role under the guide to the Role Delineation of Health Services Third
Edition 2002 (NSW Health 2013). The assessed level of emergency service role (i.e. level or
complexity of care provided) was not considered.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

SUM_Distance

Represents an average distance based on buffers generated at 1km intervals.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on relative proximity to stations within the statistical area.
Scores were based on proximity buffers at 1km intervals. Higher scores represent larger
distances.

Table A.8:12 Gadp_RFS_FRNSW

Feature Class

Gadp_RFS_FRNSW

Factor

Access to Emergency Services

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

FRNSW, RFS

Summary

Identifies proximity to fire stations (both RFS and FRNSW) within the study area.

Limitations

The level and quality of service for each station could not be established therefore all stations
are treated equally.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Station_Proximi
ty

Represents an average distance based on buffers generated at 1km intervals.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on relative proximity to stations within the statistical area.
Scores were based on proximity buffers at 1km intervals. Higher scores represent larger
distances.
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Table A.8:13 Gadp_income

Feature Class

Gadp_income

Factor

Financial Resources

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

Identifies the percentage of individuals receiving a lower income within each SA.

Limitations

Census data is limited by the number of respondents and the accuracy of responses provided.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Neg_Nil_Income

Identifies the total number of individuals within each SA that indicated they earn no or negative
income each week.

HI_###_###_Tot

A series of fields identifying weekly income brackets and the number of respondents for each
bracket.

HI_Under_600

Total number of respondents which indicated they received income less than $600 per week.

TOTAL

Total number of respondents recorded within each SA.

N_Score

Identifies the total number of individuals within each SA that indicated they earn less than
$600 per week. The statistic is express as a percentage of total respondents for each SA and
provides a normalised score.

Table A.8:14 Gadp_IRSD

Feature Class

Gadp_IRSD

Factor

Financial Resources

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

This dataset forms part of the SEIFA index and details socio-economic disadvantaged areas.

Limitations

Census data is limited by the number of respondents and the accuracy of responses
provided.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

SAD_Score

Indicates the index of socio-economic advantage and disadvantage score. The Index of
Relative Socio-Economic Advantage and Disadvantage (IRSAD) summarises variables that
indicate either relative advantage or disadvantage. This index ranks areas on a continuum
from most disadvantaged to most advantaged. An area with a high score on this index has a
relatively high incidence of advantage and a relatively low incidence of disadvantage (ABS
2011).

SAD_Decile

Indicates the IRSAD decile and is based on the SAD_Score. Higher values indicate greater
advantage.

SD_Score

The Index of Relative Socio-Economic Disadvantage (IRSD) summarises variables that
indicate relative disadvantage. This index ranks areas on a continuum from most
disadvantaged to least disadvantaged. A low score on this index indicates a high proportion
of relatively disadvantaged people in an area (ABS 2011).

SD_Decile

Indicates the IRSD decile and is based on the SD_Score. Higher values indicate lower levels
of disadvantage.

POP

Total number of respondents for each SA.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the SD_Score. Higher N_Scores represent
comparatively greater levels of disadvantage.
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Table A.8:15 Gadp_EResources

Feature Class

Gadp_EResources

Factor

Financial Resources

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

This dataset forms part of the SEIFA index and provides an indication of the economic
resources available within each SA. The Index of Economic Resources (IER) summarises
variables relating to the financial aspects of relative socio-economic advantage and
disadvantage. These include indicators of high and low income, as well as variables that
correlate with high or low wealth.

Limitations

Census data is limited by the number of respondents and the accuracy of responses
provided.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

ER_Score

Areas with higher ER scores have relatively greater access to economic resources than
areas with lower scores.

ER_Decile

Indicates the IER decile value and is based on the ER_Score.

POP

Total number of respondents recorded within each SA.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the ER_Score. Higher scores represent
comparatively lower levels of economic resources.

Table A.8:16 Gadp_IEO

Feature Class

Gadp_IEO

Factor

Information and Awareness

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

This dataset forms part of the SEIFA index. The Index of Education and Occupation
(IEO) summarises variables relating to the educational and occupational aspects of relative
socio-economic advantage and disadvantage. This index focuses on the skills of the people
in an area, both formal qualifications and the skills required to perform different occupations
(ABS 2011).

Limitations

Census data is limited by the number of respondents and the accuracy of responses
provided.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

EO_Score

A low EO score indicates that an area has a high proportion of people without qualifications,
without jobs, and/or with low skilled jobs. A high score indicates many people with high
qualifications and/or highly skilled jobs (ABS 2011).

EO_Decile

Indicates the IEO decile value and is based on the EO_Score.

POP

Total number of respondents recorded within each SA.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the EO_Score. Higher scores represent
comparatively lower levels of education or skilled jobs.
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Table A.8:17 Gadp_Language

Feature Class

Gadp_Language

Factor

Information and Awareness

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

This dataset forms part of the SEIFA index. The Index of Education and Occupation
(IEO) summarises variables relating to the educational and occupational aspects of relative
socio-economic advantage and disadvantage. This index focuses on the skills of the people
in an area, both formal qualifications and the skills required to perform different occupations
(ABS 2011).

Limitations

Census data is limited by the number of respondents and the accuracy of responses
provided.

SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

SpkOther

Identifies the number of respondents who speak another language besides English and
English either ‘not well’ or ‘not at all’.

Pct_Other

Identifies the percentage of people within each SA who speak another language besides
English and English either ‘not well’ or ‘not at all’.

POP

Total number of respondents recorded within each SA.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the Pct_Other. Higher scores represent comparatively
higher numbers of non-English speaking people.

Table A.8:18 Gadp_Roads

Feature Class

Gadp_Roads

Factor

Mobility

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

GA

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative proximity of communities to major connecting roads within
each SA.

Limitations
SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

SUM_distance

Represents an average distance to a major connecting road within each SA based on buffers
generated at 1km intervals.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the proximity score (SUM_distance). Higher scores
represent comparatively lower mobility or larger distances to major connecting roads.
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Table A.8:19 Gadp_vehicle

Feature Class

Gadp_vehicle

Factor

Mobility

Feature Dataset

Generic

Source

ABS

Summary

This dataset identifies the relative access to motor vehicles within each SA.

Limitations
SA1_7DIGIT

Unique identifier for each statistical area.

Num_0_MVs

Number of dwellings reporting no motor vehicles.

Total_dwellings

Total number of dwellings within each SA.

NO_MV_Pc

Percentage of dwellings with no motor vehicles within each SA.

N_Score

Provides a normalised score based on the percentage of dwellings without a motor vehicle
(NO_MV_Pc). Higher scores represent comparatively lower mobility or comparatively fewer
available motor vehicles.
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9.0

Data Input Geodatabase

Table A. 9:1 Data Input Geodatabase File Structure

Feature Dataset

Administrative

Bushfire

Flooding

Generic

June 2014

Feature Class

Description

Source

LGA_Boundaries

LGA boundaries for the study area

LPI

SA1_2011_NDR

2011 census Level 1 statistical areas for the study area

ABS 2011

SA2_2011_AUST

2011 census Level 2 statistical areas for the study area

ABS 2011

Badp_CFU

Community Fire Unit (CFU) locations.

FRNSW

Badp_Hydrants_Gosford

Hydrant locations within the Gosford LGA

GCC

Badp_Hydrants_Wyong

Hydrant locations within the Wyong LGA

WCC

Badp_NSP

Neighbourhood Safer Places (NSP) locations.

RFS

Badp_RFS

Rural fire station locations.

RFS

Badp_FRNSW

Fire and Rescue station locations.

FRNSW

Bexp_BFP_Gosford

Bushfire prone land map for Gosford LGA.

Gosford

Bexp_BFP_LakeMc

Bushfire prone land map for LakeMc LGA.

LMCC

Bexp_BFP_Wyong

Bushfire prone land map for Wyong LGA.

Wyong

Bexp_FireHistory

Identifies the fire history within the project area.

OEH

Bexp_Canopy

Identifies canopy presence within the project area.

HCC

Bexp_Powerlines

Identifies major transmission lines within the project area.

GA

Bexp_Roads

Identifies roads within the project area.

DIPNR

Bsen_Cat1Inf

Identifies category 1 listed infrastructure.

FRNSW

Fld_Exp_1pc_Gosford

Identifies the 1% AEP within the Gosford LGA.

GCC

Fld_Exp_1pc_LakeMc

Identifies the 1% AEP within the LakeMc LGA.

LMCC

Fld_Exp_1pc_Wyong

Identifies the 1% AEP within the Wyong LGA.

WCC

Gadp_ambulance

Identifies ambulance stations.

HCC

Gadp_hospitals

Identifies hospitals which provide emergency care.

SES

Gadp_EResources

Index of Economic Resources (SEIFA)

ABS
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Feature Dataset
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Feature Class

Description

Source

Gadp_IEO

Index of Education and Occupation (SEIFA)

ABS

Gadp_Income

2011 Census Data – Household Income Brackets

ABS

Gadp_Internet

2011 Census Data – Internet Access

ABS

Gadp_IRSD

Index of Relative Socioeconomic Disadvantage (SEIFA)

ABS

Gadp_Language

2011 Census Data – Identifies respondents who speak another language and
speak English ‘not well’ or ‘not at all’.

ABS

Gadp_FRNSW

Identifies Fire and Rescue fire stations.

FRNSW

Gadp_RFS

Identifies Rural Fire Service fire stations.

RFS

Gadp_Roads

Identifies roads within the project area.

DIPNR

Gadp_Vehicle

2011 Census Data – Identifies the number of respondents with no motor
vehicle per dwelling

ABS

Gsen_Age

2011 Census Data – Population Age Brackets

ABS

Gsen_agedcare

Identifies aged care facilities (consolidated data set).

RFS, GCC, SES

Gsen_agedcare_gosford

Identifies aged care facilities

GCC

Gsen_agedcare_sensis

Identifies aged care facilities

RFS

Gsen_agedcare_ses

Identifies aged care facilities

SES

Gsen_Assistance

2011 Census Data – Identifies respondents who require assistance to
perform core activities.

ABS

Gsen_Dwellings

2011 Census Data – Identifies the occupancy of private dwellings and
includes separate counts for the number of dwellings and persons (per
dwelling).

ABS

Gsen_Schools

Identifies schools within the study area. Also includes TAFEs.

SES, DET

Gsen_Correctional

Sensis data – identifies correctional facilities.

RFS

Gsen_ambulance

Identifies ambulance stations.

HCC

Gsen_Police

Sensis data – identifies police stations.

RFS

Gsen_Childcare

Identifies childcare centres (consolidated dataset).

GCC, SES, RFS

Gsen_Childcare_Gosford

Identifies childcare centres.

GCC

Gsen_Childcare_SENSIS

Identifies childcare centres.

RFS
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Feature Dataset

Sea_Level_Rise

June 2014

Feature Class

Description

Source

Gsen_Childcare_SES

Identifies childcare centres.

SES

Gsen_Hospitals

Identifies hospitals (includes hospitals that practice emergency medicine and
those that don’t).

SES

Gsen_SES

Identifies SES facilities.

SES

Gsen_Med

Identifies Medical facilities.

SES

Gsen_Stadiums

Identifies stadiums.

RFS

Gsen_CPC

Identifies camping grounds.

SES

Gsen_FRNSW

Identifies fire and rescue fire stations.

FRNSW

Gsen_ShopCentre_SENSIS

Identifies shopping centres.

RFS

Gsen_Publicpools_SENSIS

Identifies public pools.

RFS

Gsen_Campus_SES

Identifies tertiary education campuses.

SES

Gsen_Campgrounds

Identifies camp grounds (consolidated data set).

GCC, SES, RFS

Gsen_Campgrounds_Gosford

Identifies camp grounds.

GCC

Gsen_Campgrounds_SES

Identifies camp grounds.

SES

Gsen_RFS

Identifies rural fire stations.

RFS

Gsen_LandUse

Identifies land use based on a selection of LEP zones.

GCC, LMCC,
WSC

Gsen_PopDen

Identifies the total population for each SA1.

ABS

SLR_exp_2100_1pcAEP_InundationExtent

Identifies the potential extent of inundation based on sea level rise
predictions by 2100 during a 1% AEP flood event. The inundation extent is
based on predictions of a 0.9m rise in sea level by 2100 (NSW DoP 2008).
The extent is based on a coarse terrain model interpreted based on available
contour coverage within the study area and should be viewed as indicative
only.

GCC, LMCC,
WSC, AECOM,
LPI
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Appendix B

Vulnerability Relationship
Diagrams

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Appendix B

Vulnerability Relationship Diagrams

Bushfire
Figure B.1:1 Bushfire - Exposure

Figure B.1:2 Bushfire - Sensitivity

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Figure B.1:3 Bushfire Adaptive - Capacity

Extreme Flooding
Figure B.1:4 Extreme Flooding – Exposure

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Figure B.1:5 Extreme Flooding – Sensitivity

Figure B.1:6 Extreme Flooding – Adaptive Capacity

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Sea Level Rise Exposure
Figure B.1:7 Sea Level Rise Exposure

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Generic Risk Factors
Figure B.1:7 Generic Sensitivity

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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Figure B.1:8 Generic Adaptive Capacity

04-Jun-2014
Prepared for – Hunter Councils Incorporated – ABN: 24 232 406 407
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